
 

AMIIE E-COMMERCE ENGG SYLLABUS 

AMEM14 STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EXECUTION 
 

UNIT-1 STRATEGY ANALYSIS 

1.1 This week, you'll connect strategic analysis to strategy execution.  

1.2 You'll walk through a series of questions to frame your analysis and ground your approach 

using the strategist's toolkit--and you'll learn a new tool,  

1.3 Hypothesis Testing, to unearth key assumptions related to choosing a strategy and assessing 

the validity of those assumptions.  

1.4 You'll also review data sources and how to "make the data speak" to guide your strategy 

decisions. 

 

UNIT-2 STRATEGY FORMULATION 

2.1 This week you'll learn about how strategy gets set and implemented in organizations.  

2.2 You'll discuss factors key to effective strategy formulation--and common challenges and 

pitfalls of strategy execution. 

2.3 You'll explore four different approaches to strategy formulation and how governance ties into 

effective strategy formulation. 

 

UNIT-3 STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 We welcome Professor Scott Snell to the course this week! He's a global specialist in strategy 

execution, and he shares his 4A Model for effective strategy execution: alignment, ability, 

agility, and architecture.  

3.2 This framework will help you ensure the human and organizational resources are in place to 

effectively execute your strategy. 

 

UNIT-4 PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVES 

4.1 This week we welcome guest speakers from a range of industries, from startups to nonprofits, 

to share their expertise from years of successful strategy development and execution.  

4.2 They'll communicate their best tips to help you develop your strategist's toolkit.  

4.3 We're also fortunate to be joined by Darden's Dean Scott Beardsley, whose 26 years with 

McKinsey informs the concrete tips he shares to improve strategy development and execution. 
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